Meeting began at 12:40 pm.

Met with Dr. McUmber to review prototype and discuss extensions/clarifications of the prototype

Planned new screens that resulted from the above discussion

Talked about UML diagrams - put it on the agenda for Monday’s meeting

Discussed whether to have grayed out fields on some forms or just to remove unneeded fields completely (which is least confusing to the user?) Unresolved.

Clarified a general goal of the prototype to have consistency between screens (no radical differences between how things are done on individual screens)

Based on discussion with Dr. McUmber, we plan to include an identifying number for each user in the bid history list that will indicate the presence of a unique bidder while keeping the identity of all bidders anonymous

If the screen that is being displayed is the auction monitor for the auction owner, display all bidders names instead of the identifying number

One thing we will need to remember to address in the requirements doc is capacity of the system

Meeting came to an end at 2:40 pm.